Eating Away at Vascular Disease: Cooke Pharma & HeartBar®

by Rich Scholes

In 1988, a small group of scientists gathered in Keystone, Colorado, to share their research findings on the biological effects of endothelium-derived nitric oxide (NO), a potent vasodilator. Dr. John Cooke, then an assistant professor of medicine at Harvard, presented his finding that the ability of the vessel wall to produce NO was impaired in animals fed a high cholesterol diet. Later Salvador Moncada—a brilliant investigator from Wellcome Research Laboratories—announced a finding that held significance for the future of cardiovascular therapy: the amino acid L-arginine is the precursor to NO.

"I thought we might be able to improve vascular relaxation in the hypercholesterolemic animals simply by giving them the precursor to NO. When I got back to my lab we tried this experiment and it worked. Administration of L-arginine to the animals improved the ability of their blood vessels to relax," said Cooke. Little did he know that their research on arginine would become the backbone of his first entrepreneurial endeavor.

In 1995, Cooke licensed the arginine technology from Stanford’s Office of Technology Licensing (OTL) and started Cooke Pharma (CP). Now ten years since their research began, he has collected an expert scientific staff and handpicked a management team for CP.

Together they have developed the HeartBar® which contains the active ingredient L-arginine and numerous nutrients necessary for optimal vascular health. Available in Cranberry, Peanut Butter, and (tasty) Original flavors—and built on the technology that won last year’s Nobel Prize in Medicine—HeartBar enhances the vessel’s production of NO, improves blood flow, and effectively relieves the symptoms of heart and vessel disease.

CP has completed clinical trials on their prod-
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... and met regulatory guidelines for marketing it as the first medical food for the dietary management of vascular disease. After finishing test-marketing of the medical food, the CP team recently began national distribution of the HeartBar in major drugstore chains including Walgreens and Longs Drug Stores. HeartBar is already available over-the-counter in 30,000 stores nationally.
Humble Beginnings
Although the scientific community seemed initially skeptical when Cooke published his findings on the effects of L-arginine, but Cooke continued his work. He moved to Stanford in 1990 and successfully demonstrated that dietary arginine served to enhance NO-dependent vasodilation and limit the development of atherosclerosis and hardening of the arteries. In preclinical trials, he showed that consuming arginine even seemed to counteract regression of atherosclerosis. Other scientists later confirmed his findings.
After a few years of additional research, Cooke and others discovered why people with atherosclerosis or risk factors for atherosclerosis (e.g., high cholesterol) need more L-arginine. The blood of these individuals contains high levels of an inhibitor of nitric oxide production. By consuming enough L-arginine, it out-competes the inhibitor to create NO and enhance vasodilation. Cooke and his fellow researchers had shown that dietary arginine promotes vascular health in patients with cardiovascular disease.
NO Commercial?
Though pleased with their findings, Cooke also hoped that the technology could be commercially developed to improve public health. He disclosed his findings to Stanford’s Office of Technology Licensing (OTL), and together they identified and contacted prospective licensees.
Committed to the cause, Cooke interacted with many of the companies about his research and flew to several to share his findings with company scientists. Meanwhile, OTL filed a patent application on medical use of arginine. But after extended interactions with a handful of companies, no one chose to license the invention.
Funding Cooke Pharma
With no licensee but still committed to the invention’s development, Cooke decided to start a company and took a license himself. In classic Silicon Valley style, Cooke Pharma began in his Palo Alto garage in 1996.
Initially Cooke imagined CP as a virtual company that would promote the technology until it was acquired by a larger pharmaceutical company. After many months of calling and meeting with companies, no corporate partner emerged to develop the technology. But in the midst of his hundreds of visits, calls and drafts of his business plan, Cooke decided that, with the information and know-how he had collected during his discussions, he would develop the technology himself. Rather than searching for a developer, Cooke began visiting companies that promote and venture capital firms in search of investors.
The Funding Challenge
As Cooke notes, funding Cooke Pharma wasn’t smooth sailing. “There were five times we ran out of money.” But he notes, to succeed you have to “go over, around or under every hurdle you face.” Cooke and his partner put up $25,000 of their own money and CP earned another $25K. Cooke spent this fund the first year writing business plans, making calls and visits, and paying his secretary. With the money dwindling, a group of private investors from the Philippines invested $750,000 in early 1997. This was enough to hire a small research team and to begin testing prototypes of the arginine-enriched HeartBar. With a patent, a product, and a small but favorable clinical trial, Cooke was able to entice some professional managers to join part-time late in 1997. But nearly 1998, money was again short.
However, this time they had a strong management team in place that was able to attract “real” money. Over the next year, CP successfully raised almost $6 million from a Japanese venture capitalist, a Silicon Valley corporate investor and Silicon Valley private investors. This money enabled them to bring on full-time management and to perform test marketing of HeartBar in Sacramento in early this year.
Once again, the till was low, but with their positive test market results, CP convinced venture capital investors to commit $12.5 million for the company’s national launch of HeartBar. As Cooke notes, with their national launch now underway, “CP’s future is a marketing play, as they educate doctors and individuals about the benefits of HeartBar.
Cooke encourages entrepreneurial graduate students and his fellow faculty: “If you have an idea, talk to OTL...talk with faculty. Don’t be discouraged. Be innovative with obstacles, take advantage of the wealth of knowledge in Silicon Valley. Use the resources.”
Keys to Success
There are multiple reasons for the success of Cooke Pharma, but chief among them are the strength of the technology, the expertise of CP management, and the tenacity of the founder.
Leading the management team is Dr. Darlene Walley, President and founder of HeartBar. Walley is a perfect fit for CP in its national launch. During her 15 years of experience, Walley’s successes include developing, launching, and promoting products for Procter & Gamble, Arm & Hammer, and Gillette and nursing Hill TriCare Research, a clinical research organization. As an independent consultant, Walley also drafted business plans, raised capital, and guided startups to acquisition and IPO.
HeartBar has crafted the strategy for marketing and distribution of the HeartBar based upon a wealth of previous experience, input from a series of focus groups, and a carefully designed, and successful, test market. Her network of contacts in the industry allows her to leverage these competencies toward a marketing and sales plan that naries heartburn.
The tenacious Dr. Cooke is an Associate Professor of Cardiovascular Medicine at Stanford and therefore can only spend one day a week pursuing his Stanford responsibilities. He has four children. He cares for patients in the Stanford Hospital and teaches courses in the Medical School. He frequently publishes on his research and is a prolific inventor of Stanford technologies.
When asked how he could be successful in each of his numerous responsibilities, Cooke praises his supportive family, without whom he could not have done it. He also attributes his success to working nights and weekends and the many helpful people who gave him priceless advice and assistance during his development of CP.
As Cooke notes, success requires determination.
"If the hundred plus venture capital firms, corporations, and individuals whom Cooke approached for technical development and Funding, many a few in his proposal. “If they turn you down, figure out why; don’t go away feeling beaten. If it’s really a novel idea you have people say it won’t work. Figure out why.”

HeartBar comes...
Second Invention Challenge
Minimally Invasive System for Treatment of the Arthritic Knee

The second annual invention challenge once again provides a sticky problem for an ingenious person or team to solve. This year the challenge is to develop a better system for minimally invasive treatment of the arthritic knee.

One of the goals of the contest is to break down barriers between medicine and engineering. A team composed of people with backgrounds in each of these areas would most likely be optimal to develop a better system.

Last year 12 entrants participated in the contest to develop a better anastomosis device. Of these, three teams won prizes (see Brainstorm, Summer 1999). OTL filed a patent application for the first prize winner’s device.

The prize for the winning entry this year will be $2,500. Some entries will be considered by OTL for potential patenting and licensing.

Informational meetings will be held in mid-October. The contest is open to Stanford faculty, staff and students and is sponsored by OTL and the Medical Device Network. Please visit MDN’s web site at http://mdn.stanford.edu/events/default.asp#INVENTION CHALLENGE for more information, or contact Sandra Miller at (650) 498-7856 or smiller@cvmed.stanford.edu.

Start-Up Seminar

OTL is hosting another start-up seminar on November 8, 1999, from 3 to 5 pm at Fairchild Auditorium. Keep your eyes open for information to be distributed through e-mail and posted around campus.

The first start-up meeting occurred in April, 1999 (see Brainstorm, Summer 1999). At the seminar, three entrepreneurs (Guy Kawasaki, Lawrence Steinman and John Cioffi) advised potential future entrepreneurs of good and bad practices in starting a company.

If you have any questions, please contact Sandra Bradford at sandra.bradford@stanford.edu.

Brainstorm now online!

After a short hiatus, Brainstorm is once again fully up-to-date online at http://www.stanford.edu/group/OTL/bsindex.html. If you would prefer to receive Brainstorm in PDF format by e-mail rather than a hard copy by mail, please contact Rich Scholes at rich.scholes@stanford.edu or (650) 725-9115 with your request.
COMBINING HIGH TECH AND BIOTECH:
Moving Drug Discovery Technology
Into the 21st Century

Assay miniaturization. Faster compound screening. Focused on fluorescent assay technologies and an ultra-high throughput screening system designed to allow assay miniaturization, Aurora Biosciences Corporation is preparing to take full advantage of the vast opportunities being created by advances in genomics and combinatorial chemistry. These are the technological issues we’re addressing at Aurora. In collaborations with companies such as Bristol-Myers Squibb, Eli Lilly, Merck & Co., and Warner-Lambert, we are moving drug discovery technology into the new millennium, creating hope for millions and opportunities for a select few.

Aurora offers a competitive salary and benefits package and good equity participation including an ISO and Stock Purchase Program. We have a multidisciplined workforce including science, engineering, and information technology. There are currently a number of employment opportunities available. For more information, please visit our website at www.aurorabio.com. Please send your resume and cover letter, referencing job title, to: Human Resources, Aurora Biosciences Corporation, 11010 Torreyana Road, San Diego, CA 92121, Fax (619) 404-6720 or e-mail at sylvesterk@aurorabio.com. EOE

Little did you know that your knack for solving puzzles would change human history.

You’ve always been curious.
In fact, you’ve never been able to stop yourself from asking one question after another. Your timing is perfect. Because never before has science been involved in such a pattern of discovery as it is today. And nowhere is this as apparent as it is at Advanced Medicine.

Now we’re seeking scientists who believe they can have a serious impact on the future of medicine. People who are motivated by a combination of talent and an unwavering thirst for knowledge. And who have a desire to improve the human condition.

Advanced Medicine, Inc. is a progressive biopharmaceutical company dedicated to the discovery and development of novel therapeutic drugs and approaches. We are currently seeking several experienced researchers to join our Medicinal Chemistry team. You will help design, synthesize, purify, and characterize novel biologically active molecules. You will also contribute to new target evaluation, exploratory research and lead optimization projects, and collaborate closely with colleagues in our Biochemistry/Pharmacology groups on integrated project teams.

Scientist
Medicinal Chemistry
Requires a Ph.D. in organic chemistry, 0-2 years’ industrial experience, and a track record of accomplishments that distinguishes you among your peers for productivity and potential. (Job Code: 99-000)

Research Associates
Medicinal Chemistry
Requires a BS/MS in chemistry, 1+ years’ industrial experience, and familiarity with synthetic organic chemistry/purification. (Job Code: 99-010)

Recent attractive compensation/benefits, we will provide you with a scientifically challenging and rewarding environment, a pathway for personal and professional growth and significant equity participation.

Advanced Medicine
CAPTURE THE IMAGINATION.
career@advmedicine.com

8x8, Inc.

VISIT US ON THE WEB:
www.8x8.com/

Aurora Biosciences Corporation

PARAFORM solutions for 3D scanning and digital content creation
www.paraform.com

PARAFORM is hiring
Working With Industry in Sponsored Research
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areas of research. If a company is interested in sponsoring the research through a formal contract, the faculty member should contact the ICO.

The professor should prepare a statement of work for the proposed research to be funded by the company, along with a budget that includes both direct and indirect costs of completing the project. This information is routed through the proper administrative channels and then on to ICO. ICO will negotiate the terms of the agreement for the faculty member and sign the resulting contract.

The Cultural Differences

Intellectual property, licensing options, confidential information, and publication rights are the primary points of discussion in the Sponsored Research Agreement between Stanford and the sponsor.

Generally, companies want rights to intellectual property either as a means of ensuring a proprietary position in the marketplace ("we have something our competitors don't have") or for allowing freedom of action ("we don't want to be sued for using your inventions"). As a non-profit institution of public trust, Stanford has an obligation to ensure that intellectual property developed in the course of Stanford research is transferred to the public for society's use and benefit. In this context of diligent technology transfer, Stanford is willing to grant either a non-exclusive royalty-free license or an exclusive royalty-bearing license to inventions that arise from the sponsored research. Like most universities, Stanford does not give title to inventions to the sponsor, whether corporate or government.

Some companies take the position that they must have ownership of anything that Stanford researchers discover during the course of sponsored research because "they are paying for it." Companies who have successful university-industry relationships understand that they are funding the research and not the acquisition of intellectual property through a sponsored research agreement.

Two other issues that may come up during the negotiation between corporate sponsors and Stanford are confidentiality and publication. Stanford is an open environment, where free exchange of ideas and information among colleagues is an essential and long-standing policy. Although many companies highly prize confidentiality, no program of research that requires secrecy may be conducted at Stanford under University policy (see http://www.stanford.edu/dept/DoR/RPH.html for all of Stanford's Research Policies).

The University is committed to the principle that faculty may publish the results of their research in a meaningful and timely manner, guided only by scientific objectivity and academic freedom. The right to publish is the hallmark of academic freedom, and Stanford cannot agree to provisions in a contract that prevent publication, require changes to the content of a particular publication or approval by the sponsor prior to publication, or designate Stanford research results as confidential to the company.

The Common Space

Since its inception, the ICO has signed more than 120 sponsored research agreements, 40 collaboration agreements, and 400 Material Transfer Agreements. Clearly, there is common space where the two cultures can successfully come together for mutual research benefit.

The Industrial Contracts Office focuses on facilitating the relationship between Stanford and industry by negotiating agreements that foster long-term business relationships with sponsors and that are consistent with Stanford policy. For more information about the process from initiation through completion, Agreement terms, and examples of sponsored research at Stanford, please visit the ICO website at www.stanford.edu/group/ICO, or call us at (650) 723-0651.

Office of Technology Licensing
Stanford University
900 Welch Road, Suite 350
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1850
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